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Date: 9/1/2020 

           
1. Momentous beginnings:  The ride into this history and moment was captured and celebrated by the Camelot 

staff and students.   Masks, social distance and sanitizing have joined the educational lexicon(hopefully, not 
permanently!!).   Camelot students are living up to the opportnity to help others through their sacrifice, Camelot 
staff are becoming experts in the invisible and utilizing it to teach learners many life lessons.   Learners have 
been organized into “pairs” and “pods(of four)” to aid in containing possible spread, while providing the best 
and safest instruction.  Two instructors are providing online learning to around 60 students.   These two 
instructors took on the task of becoming self-contained teachers after many years of one content, a challenging 
task they are living up to.  EnCore is providing the best they can within the bounds of distancing and safety, 
including remote contact every day with the online learners.   Our lunch staff has stepped up to find ways to 
properly and securely deliver nutrition, our teaching assistants are finding ways to create subtle barriers and yet 
show the personal touch necessary for kids in need, our counselors are raising sensitivity and solutions to social 
ordeals arising from this unique time.   In all ways, Camelot is rising above any impediments and finding 
opportunity in adversity.  

   

 

2. SPRING and SUMMER review(with the interruption of the school year, much of the below work of the 
Camelot staff took place this spring and summer – some of the highlights):   The Camelot staff  honored 
students with yard signs and personal farewells on Monday, May 18th.  Approximately 375 students and families 



attended from 9:00 AM to 7:45 PM.  Below are some photos from the celebration.  Included in the celebration 
was a tribute to our retiring teacher, Mrs. Lisa Hofer. 

  

 

     
 

    
 
        

3. Feedback from our staff during the remote learning period revealed a very high level of engagment with our 
students, although some troubling contact information for a very few students during our remote learning 
period.   Around 94 percent of our students showed some form of weekly contact.   Twelve of our students were 
reported as having two or fewer contacts during our time of remote learning.   Although lacking research 



reliabilty, it appears the students, staff and households invloved in MCL did show an easier transition and more 
accountability during this time.  MCL staff reported around 98 percent contact with five(of 10) reporting 100 
percent.  The LMS systems utilized seemed to make a significant difference in connecting with students as well 
as the individualization of curriculum placement and self-assessment procedures.  Overall, our staff reported an 
extremley high rate of engagement, a tribute to all staff members in all settings and the general Camelot 
Community.  A special thanks to our teaching assistants, who found a way to provide personal assistance in this 
very different role and to our technical staff who seamlessly provided devices and services to all those in need. 
Our special educators maintained the same intensity of connection they exhibit every day in the normal 
classroom.   Our EnCore teachers were invlauble in finding innovative ways to continue instruction and Camelot 
counselors maintained contact with all of those requiring or needing special assistance.   The Camelot staff was 
amazing and modeled a great lesson of persistence and resilience to our entire community.  Should remote 
learning become a necessity in the future, much was learned and we will be better prepared. 

4. Although our momentum in reaching 19-20 building goals was derailed somewhat during this extraordinary 
time, a comment on our Camelot portolio of reaching potential:     Our SLO(Student Learning Objectives) goal of 
95 pecent of students achieving goal growth and 60 percent reaching goals on standardized assessments were 
not possible to review(no Smarter Balance test, SLO’s truncated).  However, of those implementing SLO’s and 
completing prior to March, 84 percent showed high growth.   Our engagment scale for staff was 84 percent, just 
falling short of the 88 percent goal, however with over a third of scales unable to be observed, this was a 
successful first year and baseline.  Staff targeted 60 percent collaboratively ranking in the Distinguished category 
of the Danielson Framework evaluation scale and 68 percent did achieve that ranking, easily establishing a 
higher goal for next year.  100 percent of the PLC meetings were recorded, summarized and connected to school 
goals.   The school culture survey is still in the process of development.     Finally, the principal evaluation final of 
three assessments was completed in June by all staff.  Results of the three surveys were generally positive and 
all suggestions will be discussed with the Principal Advisory Committee and solutions offered.  We will continue 
to focus on SLO’s, Danielson Framework, Engagement data, Cultural Data, and Professional Development review 
for the Camelot 2020-21 portfolio of goals for improvement, individually and collectively. 

5. During the summer - Zoom meetings in regard to school re-opening took place monthly.  Staff were extremely 
supportive of the theme of maintaining a balance between erring on the side of caution for all, yet making the 
attempt to produce the best instructional delivery.  Staff labored to prepare for every eventuality, including 
possible cohorts of students, precautions of sanitation, and use of the new Canvas LMS.    EnCore staff continued 
to take more extraordinary measures and logistics as preparing to see every student, every week. 

6. We lost an extrordinary young man, Molu Zarpeleh to a tragic drowning.   Our staff and communicty was superb 
in their compassion and connection to the family.   In particular, Molu’s homeroom teacher, Mrs. Megan Palmer, 
was superb and tireless in her work to assist the family.  Poingnantly,  a walk to the cemetary was a true 
reflection of our community focus of all Brookings’ citizens as caretakers of all Brookings’.  Obituary :  
https://www.rudesfuneralhome.com/obituary/molu-zarpeleh?fh_id=16088.  The staff intend to find a way to 
memorialize Molu during this upcoming school year. 



 
 
 

7. Final thoughts, in this turbulent time.   In January, I had occasion to meet with two of our African American 
students as there had been a suggestion of some racial slurs on the playground.  I found this to be true by the 
account of both parties.   Prior to parent phone calls and administering discipline, both of the young African 
American learners asked that I not employ too harsh of a penalty on the caucasian student.  When I asked why, 
the African American students responded, “He didn’t know what he was saying.  He was just repeating what he 
hears at home.”   Unfortunately, I found this to be true.   Symbolic of this time – our innocent and good-hearted 
youth are not born with racism, bias, misjudgement, fear, hate and prejudice.   It is learned.   Perhaps that is the 
real message, and in the end, the final solution to this problem.  My Camelot kids, nine- and ten-year-olds, have 
warmth to all and acknowledge differences as wonderful, simply a part of being a human and living in this world.  
Let’s let them keep those golden souls.  Our kids our are better angels.   Let’s cultivate this goodness and 
humility to life by allowing it to simply remain a part of who we just are. 
 
 Those with dark hearts – let’s send them to Camelot… our children will show them the way. 

                   

                                  
 
 
 


